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[global_tags]

     env = "$ENV"

     hostname = "$HOSTNAME"
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// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:2018-11-07T00:00:00Z)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => r._measurement == "cpu" and r._field == "usage_system")



// get all data from the telegraf db

from(bucket:”telegraf/autogen”)

  // filter that by the last hour

  |> range(start:-1h)

  // filter further by series with a specific measurement and field

  |> filter(fn: (r) => (r._measurement == "cpu" or r._measurement == “cpu")

                         and r.host == “serverA")
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